Vdodara, Gujarat, India, July 1st, 2012
Matrix Comsec Unveils SETU VGB
The Multi-Port VoIP-GSM-ISDN BRI Gateway with Voice and Internet
Accessibility
Matrix Comsec today launched SETU VGB – A multiport VoIP-GSM/3G-ISDN BRI Gateway, which
further enhances its wide VoIP gateway portfolio. SETU VGB offers seamless connectivity between
IP, GSM/3G and ISDN BRI networks. Apart from voice calling, the gateway offers high speed
internet accessibility over 3G/HSPA/EDGE network.
SETU VGB interfaces with an existing ISDN PBX to offer GSM/3G and IP connectivity. For an IP
based system, it provides BRI and GSM/3G trunking options.
Corporate or large enterprises with multi-locational offices can deploy SETU VGB at various
locations to establish IP connectivity and can enjoy low cost VoIP calling among distant branches.
With download speed of up to 7.2 Mbps, SETU VGB provides excellent alternative to fixed data
communication and leased line connectivity. It also acts as an ideal backup solution to the existing
fixed line communication in case of wired internet outage conditions.
Sajeev Nair, Product Manager of Matrix ComSec further says, “The expanded portfolio of Matrix
VoIP Gateways enables carriers, enterprises and system integrators to choose the ideal and bestfitted solution to suffice their specific communication and business need. With launch of SETU
VGB, Matrix can meet the growing demand of high-speed mobile data access, along with voice
requirements of businesses."
Product Highlights:
o 8 VoIP Calls
o 4 GSM/3G Channels
o 4 ISDN BRI Channels
o 3G/HSPA/EDGE Internet Access
o 9 SIP Accounts

Key Features
Multiple Network Connectivity
SETU VGB offers convergence of three different telecom networks on a single platform. It
provides seamless connectivity and transparent call routing between IP, ISDN BRI and
GSM/3G network
Access Data over 3G Networks
Apart from providing IP calling to traditional PBX users, SETU VGB also offers data
accessibility over UMTS/HSPA/EDGE networks. This makes the gateway a perfect
solution for remote offices, where fixed-line IP connectivity may not be available easily.
Simultaneous Peer-to-Peer and Proxy Calling
SETU VGB offers up to 9 SIP accounts which can be registered either to single or multiple
service providers to make VoIP calls. These accounts provide flexibility to make either
peer-to-peer calls between distant locations or can be registered to various SIP proxies.
Network Clock Synchronization
For hassle and error free integration with existing ISDN PBX, SETU VGB provides
dedicated clock synchronization ports. These ports provides common clock source
between SETU VGB and the ISDN PBX to eliminate chances of dropped and noisy calls
and hence provides an error-free communication.

______________________________________________________________ABOUT MATRIX COMSEC
Established in 1991, Matrix Comsec is a leader in Telecom and Security solutions for modern businesses
and enterprises. An innovative, technology driven and customer focused organization; the company is
committed to keep pace with the revolutions in the telecom and security industries. With around 30% of its
human resources dedicated to the development of new products, Matrix has launched cutting-edge telecom
products like IP-PBX, Universal Gateways, VoIP Gateways and Terminals, GSM Gateways, Access Control
and Time-Attendance Systems and Fire Alarm Systems. These solutions are feature-rich, reliable and
conform to the international standards.
Having global foot-prints in Asia, Europe, North America, South America, Africa and Australia through an
extensive network of more than 500 channel partners, Matrix ensures that the products serve the needs of
its customers faster and longer. Matrix has won several national and international awards which are a
testimony of its designing and manufacturing competencies.
To find out more about Matrix’s products and to learn more about the various solutions offered by Matrix to
optimize business processes through effective communication solutions, visit the company website,
www.MatrixComSec.com.

